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IN-SERVICE EDUCATION MODELS FOR CLASSROOM EDUCATORS TO
ASSESS LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY IN BILINGUAL STUDE TS

Celeste E. Fr
Charlene Rivera

INTRODUCTION

While the Bilingual Ed6dation Act (Title VII) legally ac=

knowl edges the langtiage needs `of minorities in the United States,

it does not provide a formaltzedstrategy bY'which to redress
ch.

'past educational inequities. This fact has been underScored by

the numerous cases 4f litigation charging that inadequate edu-

cational practices continue, to occur. However, with,the.Lau V.

Nichols 6974) Court decision and the resultant Task Force Findings

Or Lau Remedies, (1975), school districts have been presented with

the responsibility of formally assessing languageneeds and de-

signing educational plans to meet tAeducational needs of stu-

dents with limited=English skills and proficiency.

Although lgislated, the success of requiring a school dis-P

trict to,apply "remedies" or guidelines rests on the overall

understanding -of what procedure is to be designed as well as on

the proceS-S used to Implement it (Fullan and Pomfret, 1977). It

is therefore the purpose of this paptr to describe two in-service

janguage'assessmeht models that May" be utilized in educating

£l,assroom educators who neet to.a.Sses's language proficiency of
941,

bilingual students.. Before actually detailing the specifics of

the models, it is importOt to document the hitorical reasons



.
for the heed for the development of language assessment procedures.

NEED FOR LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

I. Achievement

The educational achievem4t of the linguistiially different

studiont.was found to be "consistently below the achievement of

the total national age population" (National Assessment of Edu-

cational Progress, 1977, p. 5). Among the.contributing factors

to this situation were language, sociocultural differences, amount

of schooling as'well as societal attitudes toward the non-native

English speaker. This educational situation went virtually unac-

knowledged until a gdVernment analysis of the school achievement f
of Mexican-Americin students in the"Southwest Aelitnstrated that

of

8.1 was the average years of schooling. for st ents 14 years of

'age and older (United States Commission on Civil Rights, 1972). .)

Parallel schnoll achievement prbblems have been reported for other

Hispanic, Asian,.and Native American groups (United States Com-
a)

misiion on Civil Righps, 1976; 1.411 V. Nichols, 1974; United States

Commission on Civil Rights,11978). Statistics on the school drop-

out or " "push -out" rate of students from non English-speaking back-

grounds also underscored the intensity of the need.for re-assessment
9

of the educational situation (Task Force on Children Out of School,

0

S

1970; Steiner, 1974; Rivera, 1976).

Legtslatfve Developments

T,he concept of bilingual education wasAntroduced into the

political arena as awareness of the educational needs increased.

The problems of school achievement and high drop-out rates among

tt)



language minority udents added fuel .toLthe fire to the Civil

Rights movement 6f, the late 1950's and 1960's. The .historical

1954 Brown V. Board of Education Civil Rights decision, which
)

.../cr-

alled for equal educational opportUnity for all races, laid the

g'roundwor)5 for redressing the educational inequities of the then

estimated three million students (Andersson and Boyer, 1970) of

limited-English abjaility. The official recognition of language

minorities occurred in 1968 when Congress passed the Bilingual

Education Act--Title VII-6-as an amendment to the 1965Elementary

and secondary Education Act. This landmark legislation stipulated

that a program of instruction be designed to "teach children in

English and to teach in (the native) language/so they can pro-

gres effectively through school" (Office.of Education, 1976,
i

p.'11). By this definit4on, it is 'obvious that language was a

unique component to be considered:

Language was also found to be particularly significant in

the education of limite&English-speaking students in the 1974

San Francisco court case af . Nichols. In this instance,

with the United States Assistant Attorney General as amicus curiae,

iv the United States Supreme Court reversed, the negative decision
9

of the Federal District Court and the Appeals Court. It ruled
#

that:
The failure of the San Francisco School
System to mom Engljsh language in-
struction imately 1,800 stu-
dents of Chin r cestr'Y who do not
speak English. .denies them a meaning -
ful' opportunity to participate in the
public educational program and thus
violates Section 601 of the Civil Rights
Act of 1965. (p. 563)

3
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Specifically, in the Court's opinio#:

Under these state imposed standards,
there is no equality .of treatment by pro-
viding students with the same facilities,
teachers textbooks, and curriculum; for
students who do not understand English
are effectively forec..osed from any mean-
ingful education. Thus in accoi.d with the
Lou decision, language needs of "national
origin minority group children must be
stressed in order to meet...language
skills needs as soon as possible and not
to keep them in programs that o erate as
an educational deeZ1..end or perms ent
tract." .(p. 568)

In complying with the Court's, opinion, the San Francisco

Unified School District with a citizent's task (force deiign'ed

guidelines'*or school districts to follow in the case of students

who'se "home language is other than English." Some months' later,

Congress codified the decision as part of the Equal Eclucatiomal

40 Opportunity Act of 1974 (Teitelbaum and Hiller, 1977). Th'e

Office of Civil Rights adopted guidelirieS that have come to be
,

known as the Lau Remedies Onited ,States Department of Health,

40 Education, and Welfare, 1975)., They specified that students .

through larigu&ge usage (iuestionnvires be identified as:4

A. Monolingdal speaker of the language other
than tnglish

B. Predominantly speaks the language other
than, English

C. Bilingual*

D. Rredominantly speaks English

E. Monolingual speaker of English.

Based on the general category in which a studgnt fell, educational

programs were then designed and matched to student nteds.
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In submitting a compliance plan, the Office of Civil Rigits

requires a written statement from the school district stipulating

how language minor1ity students are to be identified, how language

dominance and competence are. to be assessed, and what educational

program or programs will be implempnted to meet the needs of those

students.

. School systems required to take'action face two marjor pro-

blems. First of all, a district is often forced to work in'an

area in which it has little experience and/orAexpertise. Secondly,

.the time frame within'which action is required often createsolmanfc,

wherein administrators are tempted to impose procedures without

involving classroom educatqrs:(Geffert et al., 1978).

While most paradigms or models developed to assess language

proficiency do not include active participation of the claSAroom

educator, it is our contention that their participation is cri-

tical to successful implementation. Thus,'a major objective of

the in-service landuage assessment models to be presented is to ,

highlight the role of the classroom educator in developing a lan-

guage assessment procedure.

STRATEGIES FOR.IMPIMENTING LANGUAGE
ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

.

Needs Assessment of Cpmmunity and Schools

Prior to organizing a language assessment procedure, it is

of utmost importance to collect meaningful background information.
4

on the population tq Oe serviced. Eyster (1977) suggested-that

pre-planning information should include general demographic infor-
e

mation such as population statistics, educational and economic
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levels, national and racial background, geographic area of ser-

vice, and educational offerings, in community.

Additionally, specific tiackgrdund data on the school system

to be.serViced should also be ascertained. Specifically, it is

important to determine the:

1. number of students in the school diitrict;

2. census data indicating the number of potential LES
students in the school district (possibly attainable

41
from the State Department of Education);

3. number of students' presently in the bilingual edbcation
program;

4. distribution pf the bilingual studritts among district
schools;

5. ' number of billtigual students per Zalass;

6. number of parapkofessionalsavailable to work with
bilingual students;

7. number of teachers perbilingual student;

8. certification qualifications of bil,ingual teachers..
f .

While general demographi c informati9n is.be'ing collected,

it is imperative to combine this with on-site visits so as to

obtain a penspectivae on how the, school system perceives its rol'e.

among bilingual students as well as how it perceives bilingual

education in general. This data along with the school district\I s

ti

.stated, priorities' and program objectives provide a f.rame of ref-

erence for designing a program that can meet the needs of a par-

ticulr school district.

Organizational Structure: Initiation Strategies

Lau Remedies (1975) require a threefold process: (a) iden-

tification of language 'dominance, (b) assessment of language com-

petencies in the receptive and expressive language areas, and
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(a designation of a specific program of instruction for eligible.

bilingual stUdent. The major concern here is with. the second

aspectthe assessment of language- competenciesspeCifically,

the procedure' for formalizing and implementing an assessment pro-
,

cedure..
Ali

ProFess
.\.4111

Ihitiall in the conceptualiz tion of any plan. --,;t must

(

,

subsequently, be iMplemented, the qu stion of local neects as Well,

as who will be ultimately responsible fois the Plan's implementation'

predomlnate. Both issues are interrelated. Frequently local

needs,.political and/or a.ctual, will dictate who will finally .bp

given the responsibility for developing and carrying out a plan

of action.

Most importantly, the question of priorities needs to be con-

sidered. What are the goals of in-service education? Who will

partake in the in-service education? What is theparticipants':-
4

role in,terms 'of the decision-making process, Where will th'e in- -

service education take placeT. What are the options/ How

the in-service education be implemented?

While analyzing local needs, the key issues still remain.

Who will eeresponsible for developing a, plan of action?, Since

the ultimate.responsibility rests with the' superintendent, it is

hiS/her choice to determine the parameters for planning and tmple-

menting a diagnostic language assessment procedure. Tbus, t the

onset of planning or at the, initiation stage, the administrator

must decide ether or not to allow, yotential users, i.e., clas.s-
Ak

room educators, to be co-deciders, or simply to ,inform them with -a,



out allowing attive involvetent in developing a plan for langaage

assessment procedure.

Fullan and Pomfret (1977) characterized two participation

.alternatives that have been found useful in predicting the. pdten--

ti al success'OrAmplementing an innovation--"the managerial vs.

the liter approach."' Inthe managerial approiCh, itis assumed

that'resocializattonof:uters is, needed. Users are seen' not as

.co-deciders.:but-as.advisor4. They are to be retrained, and are

to--provide Information (e. g , about problems-encolinter:e.d) that,

'will facilitate this retraining" (FulTan and Pomfret,. 1977, p. 379).

From thiS perspectiive, successful implementation of an innovation

':dgpends upon clarity of the Innovation, co4etenae to carry it
, .

out, appropriate resources, congruence .between- the organizational

structures and the innovation,.and the users motivation,. With

little opportunity for input, participants are simply expected

''to "accept preiiously accepted proposals" (p. 380).

, From the. users perspective, participants deCide ardVor co-
.

decide the parametirs, of ,the innovation and its implementation

proCess. Again idcialization of the participants is assumed.

While fin 'some ways ideal, problems arising 'from, this approach

include lack ofclarity in what is to be innovated, frustration,

role confusion, and ultimately,., possible negation of, the innovation.

"It is therefore essential to develop an effective support structure

th#t mill facilitate the decision-making process.-

1n-service educaeion goals'

The goals of an In,.service education program should be deter-
(

mined through. an analysis of the prbgram objectives, the local

10
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6.

a.

needs, and the available resources. The needs perceived by admini-

strators and teachers, should, of course, be incorporated into the

analysis. in applying these criteria, historical and legislative

-developments (desclbed in the introduction) strongly underscore

the need for developing a workable language assessment procedure.

While this background.provides a global overview, the specific

goals of any in- service education must be developed cooperatively.

In the models to be present;d, these efforts are,crucial to suc-

cessful implementation of the in-service education goals.

The manner of organizing an in-service education program can

determihe its successful implementation. In the case of bilingual

education resources, the efficiency of planning is sometimes mini-

mized because coordination among planning agencies rendering ser-

vices in the-field is minimal. For ex'a'mple, it. ,has beenIfoynd

that districts offer independent contacts to different asenci'es

to perform.the same task. In such a situation, the school dis-
.

trict while receiving some.assistance does not tap the full poten-

tial of the planning agencies.

Other factors that affect the implpentation-outcome are the

site of the in-service education, the expertise of the copsultants,

their resource support, the proposed process and content to be

implemented, and, the planned product or outcome. The,rdle played

by the cla,ssroom-educator, will be a major factor in determining

success of the procedure to be implemented..

Analyzing fifteen studies, Fullan and Pomfret (197.7) estab-

lished a frame of reference for measuring the success of an "im-

plementation process." They found the implementation process to



be a domplex phenomenon that required analysis independent from

the process of planning and adoption. They indicated that planning

and conceptualization of a given process vas 'hot'always in accord

with its ultimate implementation.

Consultant expertise

The responsibility of selecting an appropriate consultant

relies on the coorlinated efforts of the School district and the

planning ager*ies. It'is recommended, that the following areaslii,

be considered as minimal requirements:

1., expertise in assessment .acrd language

2. perience in the area of bilingual education;

3. be a native speaker of a language -other than English'
or have a command of second language.

Role of classroom educator,

Boyan (1969) analyzed the, of classroom educators' in the

organizational authority of the school. He indicated that the

majority of the research reported (in organizations and behaviors)

analyze classroom education from a "role expectation's" perspe

tive or from a comparison between organizational needs vs. personal

needs. Boyan proposed that classroom educators play, a more self-

asSertiVt role today than in the past.

'Taking these factors into account, it is of utmost importance

to plan an in-service education program with participant input.

In the initial stages participant concerns can be'established

through informal meeti'ng's. Such exchanges help establish rapport

with the group that will .be iMplementing the ideas, and motivate
.

cooperation since there is a genuine effort to use their expertise

,\\

12
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and e;periences...

7:Implementation Strategies

t'

.

Site of in-service laclucation
: .., .

It is recommended that any-in-service education take plAce

in'th/e field. Experfenci hshownthafteaehers are more agg-tes-
.

sive in this setting and motivation tends to be higher..

For the'consultant, a field §etting, may force a research-

oriented professional to tgipt,otheriise theoretical materials.

Thus, rather than place a burden on ebucators, the in-service

education program can prove to be an invaluable educational ser-

vice for both participants and consultants

Resource Support A

Fullan and Pomfret (1977) define resource as the "provision

of time, materials, and other facilities during implementation"
.1

(p. 373). Using this definition, the:followihs are recommended:

1. Content pniseANd to,paTtic4pants should be directly
related to needs of their students. The information
gathered in the needs assessment can aid in making the
fit, particularly in tie selection of materials.

2. It is helpful to utilize'ai many audio-visual resources
as possible (e.g. overhead projector, transparencies).

3. Another important variable is ttle use of time. -A work-
shop/course shOuld'not exceed one and a half hours
without a break. Also, a shift in-activities (e.g.,
where participants gather in groups according to grade
level interests)should often. bescheduled. .This
encourages participants to have anlactive developmental
participation in the content of the sessions. For the
instructors, it signals how participants are adapting
to the information being presented.

13
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ConterA:t
.

ProCedures for makinrthe content meaningful to teachers

include:

1. Collection/specificationof relevant student demographic
data according to age, sex, and grade.

Meeting with participants to discuss how data must be -

brought to bear on the assessment of students.

3. Presentation and discussion of .avai101e language'pro-
ficiency instruments to assess language "proficiency in
the native language and in English.

Establishment of criteria for: (a) selection of poten-
ttally appropriate instruments in each of the four lan-
guage areas--listening, speaking, reading, and writing,
and (b) critical evaluation'of the instruments most appro-
priate for, the student population being serviced by the
participants. t

Pooling of the evaluation information so as to prioritize
norm and or/criterion referenced tests according to their
usefulness.

41
6. -Selection of the instruments or sections of instruments

'to be field tested.

7. Once appropriate instruments have been.selected at each
grade level, the participants,working in teams. (e.g.,'
1(, 1-3, 4-6, 7-12) will desigri an overall assessment
procedure for each grade level.

8. Review evaluation of the designed processes for each of
the above grade levels and/or clustersof gade levels.

Patterns of communication

Patterns of communication refers to the /eedback mechanism

established among, administrators, participants, and consultants.

Although these feedback mechanisms vary within the model, three

factors that will affect the participant/instructor experience

must be kept in mind--fi:equency of meetings, accessibility of

instructors, and informal meeting times.

Frequency of meetings; Meetings that are held at least once

14
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"a week allows for continuity in the material presented and rein-

forces the interaction between the-participants and ,consultants.

It also allows time for participants to evaluate thecourse con-
.

tent, make classroom obsevations,_and ask related.questions.

Additionally, such an arranTeht alloWs time. for completion of

assignments.

Accessibility: The participants should feel they have access

to the consultant/instructors Auring and after in-service time.

In this,way, they can directly communicate their concerns.

Informal meeting times: During the course session, many

meaningful communications take place dUring the coffee-hour. All

sessions should provide for a fifteen-minute break, or preferably

two ten-minute break. It is also helpful for the instructor to

be the last to leave the site. Interaction with participants after

a session provides immediate feedback on pertinent issues and

concerns.

IN-SERVICE EDUCATION MODELS FOR LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT

Model Ovvview

In this section two in-service education models will be pre-
4

sented. An example of how one school district adapted Model 2

as well as `suggestions on the advantages and limitations of imple-

menting either of the two will be presented. It is importnt/to

note that in comparing models, one model is not in ;itself more

advantageous than another. The final selection of a model will

depend on the planning agencies offering the service, the school

district's needs, the teacher's academic background in bilingual

education, and the management context.
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Model "te ms

Planning Agencies

Planning agencies a're organizations designed to facilitate

the implementation Of in-service education in the fieN. Object'

tives can be achi6v0 in diffe ent ways, e.g., some Igencies pay

for the services offered to teachers, otheri provide nsultants
%.0(.11

and still others mediate and coordiati services among agen

Thy planning agencies that will be referred to are: Inst4tutions

of Higher Education (IHE), Natio.nal Netwofk AgenCies, the Office ,

of Rights, State Departments of Educktion, .General'Assis-

tance Cetters, andLocaj Education Agencies (LEA) .

I 4

One of the frequent questions encountered when analyzing any

paradigm is the initial source. That is, where.dges the model

start? In this case, it starts with the initial source of con-

cern. Whether .expressed by administrators or by.teachers, it is

'lways very important for the consultants to know tke.i.tiltial
4

source of concern. When it starts at the addinistrative level,

it is generally a reaction to a court decision or some external

pressure. When it starts at the teachers' level, it is,either

a reaction to a main /dated implementation procedure 'or to a genuine

.Functioning Structure

concern for the students' achievement.

Whatever the case,,any one of the two proposed language'

assessment in-service education models can be utilized to meet

scliooldlIttrict needs. Fundamentally, each model operates out

of. a resource network comprised of one or more planning agencies

1t

14
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The mobilization of resources is, initiated by' a school district.

They often riegotiate with several, agencies to make arrangements for

in7service programs witnW ihforming'them that,othef' agencies have

also agreed torindectraining,in tile'fame-or stmilarntent area

'Fsiethfs reason, within each'model, there is a compbnent called .role

eXpectatiAm, In thgr,ModelS, this refers to the prescriptions-and

proscriptionvheld by the administrators, the participants, and the

instructors.

Thl goals should clearly specify what both participants and

consUltants intend to accomplish through the in-service education.
b

program. This process can by accompliShed initially through goal.

negotiation. In this regard it is,extremely-important to set realis-..

tic gpals.and boundaries before initiating-the in-service education

program.

InfS-Orvice Education Models .

Management con 'derations

-a. Administration The support structures through which

specific objective and attitudes are carried out. These

support structures inc personnel, budget, and other

resources. The availability of support structures in

reality delimits the type of in-service education model

that may be implementale by a

b. Role of Consultant/Instructors = The role of consultant/

instructors varies according to the management structure of

the planning agencies and -the expectatIons of the LEA's

participants.

c. Patterns of Communication = The structural feedback

17
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mechanisms that are established'Vetweh partAcipanti
.

,

consultantli,ristruiors, administratOTA, and the planning
.... ;

.--.....>

agepcies fnvOled'. . It is the%quelity of _tills:process.

. , t.
.- ,

that strongly determines-the'motiyation of the-61-seriice,
, . ,. .

' i e A ,
1.education partsci.pan .,

Content',1The infortto iresented'is-d.dapted -to .the

participants knowledge and field experience.
.

.

The reader should remember that these Wegories are provided

to facilitate understanding of each model. They are by no means

the only categories thatIshoiy14 be considered before, selecting

a specific model... 'Ultimately, the needs of the local:school dis-
.

A
trict are primary, and we encourage the reader to critically select,

the model-or components of the models thdt can be most useful, to

a school system.

In-service Education Model 1

Description of the Model

In this model, (Figure 1) various agencies are independently

contracted by a school district to provide in-service education

in language assessment procedures. While several agencies may

agree to provide similar services, there is no coo'rdination be-

tween the planning agencies in this model. Thus, the type of

services offered may or may not vary greatly, for each agency

functions accords mg to its own role expectations. What coordina-

tion occurs depends solely on the LEA administratOr who requested

the services. The classroom educator playi a minimal role in the

decision-making process.( Also, the philosophical perspective and

IS
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role expectations of the various planning agencies offering

services in /language assessment may or maynot coincide.

Management Considerations

a. Administration. The planning agencies independently pro-
,

vide economic resources and direct progrensAhrouih which

the LEA receives services in language' assessment. The

services provided can be in the form of workshops, mini -

courses, courses, or technical assistance. In this model

most program services will be of short duratio4 and will

generally not take into account the participants' role

expectations nor provide an on-going resource support

network for implementation of any desired changes.

b. Role of Consultant/Instructors. The consultant/instructors

411,,act as the mediators between the planning agency providing
%-

the services and the LEA. They may function in one or

more capacities, e.g., organizers, planners, directors,

or implementors of a specific An-service education pro-

gram. Generally, they wimp form their services with

little or no prior direct communication with the parti-

ciolits. Thus, while role-expectations on both sides

exist, they are often not verbalized until after the

ifl-service education prAL ogram Ms actually begun, at which

point it 'becomes increasingly difficult to include such

feedback.

c. Patterns of communication.. The flow of communication in

this model begins with the LEA's request for a particular

service. When the request for service is made by the
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administrator, as a response to legal pressures, the flow

of communication tends t'o be only at an administrative
A,

_level,

Content. Due to the variety of consultant/instructors,

establishment of a consistent frame of reference for

'motjVating the parti'pants to desired outcomes'is most
;%.1r

difficult. Educators are left on their own to integrate

the variety of knowledge and experiences provided through

the various planning agencies. ,With such a weak support

network, adequate implementation of the knowledge re-
.

ceived.through the in-service education is practically

impossible.

In-service Education Model 2

Description of the'Moae2

In this model (Figure 2), various planning Agencies are

contacted by a school distrth for managing tte in-service educe-

tion program. In this case, each agency identifies a representa-

tive who becomes part of a coordinating committee, The goals and

boundaries within which each agency will operate are negotiated

and agreed upon. Representatives of each agency meet to outTine

the type of support that a school district needs and the type of

support that the coordinated efforts of the agencies' resources

are capable of providing. In terms of role expectations, while

each agency maintains its own character, the participating agencies

coordinate their service objectives. Such. organization insures

coordinated resources. One or more representatives.of the coor-
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dinating committee will conduct an on-site needs assessment with

school district personnel requesting their services, Once the

needs are assessed and understood, representatives of the planning

committee dvelop.a plan of action for delivery of the services

requested.. The most important component of this model is the

collaboration betwee1n agincies at the planning _.and implementation

level. This collaboration facilitates exchange of ideas, skills

and most significantly, resources.

Management Considerations

: Administration. The establishment of an organizing

committee provides the Oanning agencies with a struc-

tut4' within which to share economic'resources as well

as 0\organize:d procedure through which, to service LEA's

reqUesting im-service education in the area of language

assessment. .The p'lanning,agencits must be willing to

cooperatively provide the management support structures

for program implementation. Only member agencies who

21

will be involved in the implementation should be part

of the organizing committee.

Role of Consultant/Instructors. In this model, the con-

sultant/instructors will function within the structure

established between the oryanizing committee and the LEA.

Initially, their role will be to design and mediate the

services to be, provided while, taktng into account both

their.expettations and-tkase of the participants. While

not directly responsible for the management of economic_

resources, they are responsible for implementljg the

25



goa1 of the organizing cotittee.

c. Patterns of.communication.4 The flow pf cdtmunicatio6.

geriecally begins with the LEA's request, for in- service

education. After a 'request is placed with one or more

A

d

planning agencies, it i, processed by the organizing

committee which establishes thl goats and boundaries

of the proposed LEA in-service.program, vieith the gui-

dance of the organizing committee, the consultant/

instructors design the content of the in-4eryice edu-

cation program taking into account the role expectations

of administrators,, educators, and themselves.

Content. The consultant/lWstructors direct the parti-

cipants to a desired outcoutq. They utilize the partici-

pants' knowledge and.field experience to enhanci the

knowledge base being presented. The use of grade level

consultants 4.,s also possible. Utilizing this resource

makes the content more meanipgful, and more direct assis-

tance can be proviiied to the participants to meet the

)22

desired goals.

Implementation of Model 2

This is an example of howthe management procedure outlined

in Model.2 functioned when implemented in, two Massachusetts school

districts (Figure 3). The process began when the,Boston Univer-

sity Bilingual Resource Training Center (BUBRTC) was requested

to organize in-service education programs in the area of language

assessment.. As a result of this request, the BUBRTC and the

BostqnUniVersity,Bilingual Education Program (BUBEP) cobrdinated
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resources in order to meet the school district's needs.

The BUBEP and the BUBRTC each identified a representative to

work on the project (the organizing committee). These qualified

consultant/instructors organized and conducted a four-credit

language assessment course. In the latter part of the in-service.

program, use was made of instructional assistantsssand the parti-4

cipants were divided into groups according to their grade levels.

In this model, other staff members, as well as paraprotessionats

involved in the bilingual education program were invited to par-

ticipate. This structure allowed for a total of 48 contract

hours.

The two-member committee directed a systematic procedure

through which the language assessment in-service education pro-

ject was implemented. The two programs, in addition to providing

the tuition payments, financially supported the grade level con-

sultants, clerical assistants, and other material 'resources

necessary to implement the project.

Management Considerations

a. Administration. The planning agencies, in this case BUBEP

and BUBRTC, provided economic resources and in effect,

the planning agencies cooperatively provided the finan-

cial and management support 'structures for program im-

plementation.

Role of Consultant/Instructor. The organizing committee

acted as managers through which the planning agencies

organized, planned, directed, and performed their ser-

vices.
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c. Patterns ol--Eomunication. As illustrated in Figure 3,

initial interchange of ideas flowed from the LEA admip,i-

strator directly't0 the planning agencies' committee.

After the school district committed itself to the lan-

guage assessment model; participants' ideas and expec-

tations were then incorporated within the model.

d. Content. The use,of consultants for each grade level

helped make content materials more meaningful because

participants had the opportunity to receive direction

from a consultant who was also concerned with theii

specific needs and who would aid them meeting the

desired goals.

SUMMARY4AND IMPLICATIONS

The two models presented provide a frame of reference for

planning agencies servicing school districts in the area of lan-

guage assessment. In actual implementation, there will.no doubt

be yariati ns. The models integrate the maJor'components-that

need to be CQ idered when orgsanizing a language assessment

in-service education component. The models, irk addition to

identifying various planning 4gencies, reflect a dynamism that,

is implicit in the philosophy of the in-service education being

proposed.

Each, model reflects a different management organization.

Model 1 reflects a common reality--several uncoordinated planning

agencies involving themselves in a school district. Each -planning

agency responds to a request, establishes gc11s and priorities,
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and manages its own resources without considering the role that

other planning agencies are taking within the same school dis-

trict. Ai

Model 2 represents a lesser known vality. It assumes that

planning agencies are familiar with one .Vther's resources and

are willing to speRd time planniwg and working with each other.

The overall management responsibilities rest with the .coordinating

committee.

In Figure 3, a sample of the implementation of Model 2, the

consultant/insiructors played the major management role. Through

the cooperation of the planning agencies, they identified the

necessary economic resources, organized, planned, directed, and

actually performed the services requested.:/
0

In terms of the two models, several implications should be

noted. The successful implementation of an in-service education

program whose objective is to develop assessment procedures for

bilingual educators'is a complex process. It requires goal setting

and the development of.a management procedure as well as identi-

fication of other pertinent resources.

The proces_s_ of 1ptingappropriate services can be very

broadening for the LEA in need of services. Through contact

with many agencies, school districts quickly become aware of the

variety of services available. However, if dealt with on a one-
*

to-ohe basis, as is the case in Model 1, at the, end of several

sessions it would be quite difficult to identify what had been

accomplished. Whereas if efforts were made to coordinate ser-

vices as in Model 2 and the implementation of Model 2 (Figures 2.
ti
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and 3), actualization of the desired outcomes might persuade in

their favor. In the fipal analysis, selection of an in-service

education model should be determined by the local needs, the

time constraints, and the resources available. For this reason,

the proposed models should be recognized as a framewor,k within

which to develop and adapt tailor-made in-service education

programs. Regardless of the model selected or the adaptations
ti

made of the models, priority should be given to those required

to participate in the in-service program. Their motivation,

particularly when generated through Active participation, will

no doubt influence the desiied outcomes. Thus, it is advisable

to adopt a user approach. In this case, a superintendent might

rely om the expertise of outside consultants in combination with

that of administrators, bilingual educators, guidance counselors,

and other support staff servicing bilingual students.

For the planning agencies,.working within the boundaries of

any of the models will also be a useful experience. Utilizing

Model 2 on first glance might seem like more work than necessary

sincenit involves planning time not required,by Model 1. .#wever,

evaluation of the outcomes might quickly persuade in its favor.

Thus, when either of the two proposed in-service education

models are adopted:

1. In-service education in the form of a course is prefer- --°")

able 'during the initial training of 'a staff in the area -

of bilingual education. &per types. of,programs, such

as workshops, mini-courses, etc., seem more appropriate

for those LEA's that have already been provided with some

32
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common background in bilingual education.

LEAs should not be inhibieed by financial constraints

. when in need of in-service programs for their bilingual

educators.

3. Selection of any in-service education model should be

determined by the local needs and the resources available.

4. .-g/Final selection of a model ar sections of a model should

always place priority on the participant' perspective.

In this case, it is crucial to include classroom educa-

tors in the planning and development of the in-service

education.
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